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Abs.t ract 

We tllsc~ss intensity limitations due to i.otl:j 
trapped In the p-beam and assess ant.idotes which have 
recently been applied In the Antiproton Accumulator 
(AA) at CEKN. We rc -ex.q.mine the theory and analyze: 
Landau damplng of dipole and quadrupole modes, stabil 
lzation by appropriate choice of the working poi.nt and 
ion clr:.$ri ng by shaking of the fi -beam. 

I.nt..rQduct.ion 

Trapped ions continue to limit the stack inten- 
sity .Ln the AA’-]. The present paper alms to provide 
some throrrtical understanding of the affects observed 
and of the cures which have helped to push the stack 
inten:ji.ty above 8. 5x10” i. Ion-p instabil it.ies of any 
mode type can be ana.lyzed uslnq the t.heory of Koshkarev _ - 
and Zenkevichh , except that pp and ion-ion forces are 
neglected In their work. These are included in ref. 5 
which, however, treats only bipolar stability, WC ex- 
tend thl s calculation to quadrupolar mode::, rprently 
subserved in t-ho AA3 , including i--b space-charge forces 
which cdn prevent Landau damping in cooled beams. We 
then discuss ways to circumvent the instability by 
proper choice of the b working point. Finally ‘Je .an+ 
lyze the Inn dynamics in the presence of driven p os- 
collations and derive conditions for efficient clearing 
by i shaking. 

Equations-of Motion 

For the motion of an indi.vi.dual 6 (y) and ion 
(y,) we write: 

1 -- L’ t Q;(;,y 
Q? 

- QzcGsc(y-Y) t Q~Gc(y-;i) ’ Feilut 

(I) 

:; ‘yi. 
- q$,,9:jcy(YieGi) f qfc3,y(Yi-YJ = 0. 

Here y : transverse (h or v) dcvjation- from nominal 
orblt, ; : dyviation of hram c.entrr, R : p-revolut.ion 
frequency, Q square’ of helatron wave number due t.o 
external fact i’ns 

- _ 
s , Q;, - 4NrpR/?na(atb)P2y3: p-p spaccm- 

rharqe, Qs = 4NirpRZi/2na,(ai~bi)~2~ : ion space-charge 
on p-s, 2 

‘-1sc:: = 4N,r R(Zf/Ai)/2rai(ajtb,)B 2 
1. P : Ion-ion 

space-charge and q: = 4NrpRZj-/2na(atb)P2Ai : the i 
space-charge on the ion; Ni, Zi, Ai are the total 
numher, charge stat? and mass number of the I.ons, a,. 
(in the dIrection of y) and bi the effective transverse 
radii of the ivn cloud; N, a, b the corrrspond:ing quan- 
tities of the p beam; ‘p = 1.54~10’15 m; 2nR the orbIt 
circumference. In the p equation the dot denote.; the 
toi:.114-5 d/dt = a/at tRR( b/as) Smoot,h approximation 
has been used replacing localised external and spac’e- 
charge by ring avcraycd forces. Space-charge imaye 
forces have been neglected. 

The functions G and q express the nonlinearlty, 
G-=gzl for linear forces; Go depends on the ext.ernal, 
t,he others on the space-charge-fields. With a parabolic 
density di:itribution6 of hoth p and ions: 

where 

1 2a2tbz G(Y,-;2) = , _ __ -. -..---.- 
6 a:(az+bz] 

(Yl-;212- 
1 

2 

For more general di str i-hut i ens hi.ghrr powr:rs in (y1 -y2) 
.Ifld (z, -22 ) the deviation in the other transverse 
pl.ane appear, On the L .h .s. of F:ri. 1 , the i.ntcqt.ited 
electric f Leld EoAsej”t of the shaking kicker (assumed 
to be a 6 function in azimuth) cntctrs as 

f?EoAseiwt eEoAs w ..__ - .--._.-.- b(s) _.. -..~ _ r ein(s/R)+icot 
mpYQ2 mpyl12 2nR n- a 

Only the resonant harmonic with (nt(lu/P)] - Qo is re- 
tained, such that 

eEOA;jein(S/R) 

F = -.. _.~. 

mpYR* 2nR 
(2) 

Q&ole Mode 

One solves Eq. 1 (without shakiny i .c. F = 0) 
assuming constant be..%m size and small oscillations of 
the beam center ; = y cxp(in(s/R)-ivQot) for both ions 
and ;. 4-5 Nonlinc!ari ties are tit:gler:t:~?d except. for the 
calculation of the frequency spreads. Result:5 are4--5: 
inst:abillty can ocT‘ur in a band where the ion houncc 
frequency q is close to one Iof the i sidetland froquen- 
ties (n-Q): IQ - (n-Q) 1 4 6Q; AQ = qcQc/&$?~; Q* L QE 
+ Q: 2 

Qsc; q 2- 2 - %: - qi,, . The fastest growt.h rate oc- 
occurring in the band center is l/r -s (Q/2)aQ. 

For realistic frequency distrlhutions Landau 
damping inside this band imposes three necessary condi- 
tions on the spreads Ap and Ai in the frequencies 
(n-Q) Q/Q0 and q, respectlvelys: 

Ap > IQ&/Q[; Ai ) (q&/q1 and Ap’Ai ) I&Qf/qQ(. (4) 

The first two are the well known’ single beam (:ondi 
tions xequiring ,* frequency :ipre.id I arger than the 
modulus of the frequency :;hift. The third is the twu- 
beam condit.ion of r?f 4. When thr? beam I.s cooled, t.he 
space-c,harge term Qi,: incrcs<lses and the spread Ap Cl<! 
decreases simult.aneollsly, thus preventing (ful 1 ) Landau 
damping as t-he first condition is violated. For t.yplc‘al 
AA parameters (3-Q mode, C$ = 7.25, qc =- 0.75, A- = 3 a 
10-3, A, = 0.2 requirlnq Q,i c 2.10-3 from the lgsi; Eq. 
4, the two-beam condlt,jon would suggest stahllity up to 
a ring average neutralization of a few 10-j but damping 
i.s IUpSet: as in the cool beam Qg,/Q = 2AQLaslett>3’10-3. 
This may explain why feedback has to be used in the AA, 
even wi th good clr.ir i.ng , to cure di.polar modes. 

Both t.ransverse planes (y, z) have now to be 
treated jointly due to the cuupling by space.chaygc. To 
obtain,beam envelope equatj~ons one 1.nserl.s4 y = z :: 0, 
y = .aeJ.fi wi.th eu( l/X2) Linearlzinq for small devi- 
ations(E., ~1 from a stable solution (ao, bo) one finds, 

(51 
I-- i: t 4Q’E t K,Q&;~ t K~Q;$ - 
Q 2 

K1Q:F.i - KZQ:(i = 0 ; 
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a similar equat,ion for Ei (with Q + q, etc. 1 and a 
similar system for the other transverse (n) envelopes 
( with da .. ha in the calculations of Qs,:, etc.). 

The factors ~1 = (2aatba)/(aatba) and ~2 = 
as/(satba) are 3/, and l/2 for equal heam radii aa=ba, 
to be assumed hereafter for simplicity. Close to the 
diagonal Qy = Qz a symmetric and an antisymmetric 
mode with E = +n occur. In this case Eq. 5 may be 
written as: 

'- 'i t 4Q'E t 4pQ:,c 
R2 

4PQSCi 2 0 

(6) 

with p = l/2 in the symmetric, p = l/4 in the antisym-- 
mct.ric (E = -n) case. For largely different Q, f,Qs one 
obtains a more complicated set. of equations whrch may 
be reduced to the form (6) in other limiting cases, 
e ,g. that of a ribbon beam (bo )) aa 1 for which one 
fi.nds Eq. 6 with p .: l/4. 

The system (6) may be treated in full analogy 
to the di.pole case (Eq. 1) One finds that the worst 
t:.a:je grout-h rate is smaller by 2p and t.he Q width of 
the unstable band by p compared to the dipole case. 
Landau damping conditions (4) become 

2 

A’p ) P 
Qsc I -----I 

2 2 

I I 
Qcqc 

Q ’ 
Ap.Ai > p* 3 

where Ai and Ai are the spreads of ((n/21-Q)Q/Qa and q 
(in the case of Qy z Qz = Q both Q spreads contribute). 
Thus the required spreads are smaller by p and the 
threshold nelitrali.z.lt~i.iln (Ni. a Qf) is higher by p-2, 
This is consi:jtent with the observat.ion i.n the AA that 
quddrupale modes occurred at 2 or 3 times higher 
Lntensitles. 

Tnfl_uence of Working Point 

When the inst.ability is caused by one short Ion 
pocket 4 stable conditions cm he restored by choice of 
the p-working pojnt such that fast and slow wave fre- 
quencies coincide. To illust.rate this in a simple way 
we neglect frequency spreads in Eq. 1 and/or Eq. 6 
(i.e. we put y 2 y, etc.). For an ion pocket we modify 
the coup1 ing term 

Qf 4 ;2f As 6(s) := Q; r: eln(s/R) 
nz- ca 

with 6: tht: liXd1 and Qf = Qs(As/2nK) the ring averaged 
coup1 iny. Assuming that t.he ions oscillate with yi = 
yie-i”oa’l the p response (from the first Eq. 1) is a 
sum of term:i with the usual QZ-(v-n)? denominator (n = 
0, tl.. .). Retaining the two terms with (v- nz) o Q and 
(v-n?) : -Q closest to resonance we have 

yz -yj.(Q~/2Ql[l/(v-(nt-a)) - l/Cv-(nz+Q))l 

Thus if the frequencies (nl-Q) and (n2tQ) co- 
incide (with a tolerance given by the width of the un- 
stable hand, hQ - IO-3 in the AA) t.hen the coupling is 
:strongly reduced by “fast wave/slow wdve cancellation” . 

For dipolar modes this requires half-integer 
tlunes Q which are excluded. For quadrupolar modes simi- 
lar consideration applied to Eqs. 5, 6 - suggest fast 
wave/slow wave cancellation for quarter integer tunes 
such that. (nl-2Q) •t (nzt2Q). Tuning the AA to Q -t 2.25 

- such that 5-2Q + -4t2Q, 6-24 + -3t2Qr etc. - quadru- 
polar instability was successfully suppressed. This 
indicat.es at the same time that an j-on pocket pre- 
ponderated. In fact, for an ext.ended cloud or several 
pockets the ions follow the pattern exp[i(ns/K-QRt) 1 
around the ring and coupling of different modes is 
impossible or improbable. 

mo.ryf Shakinq 

The purpose of shaking is to decrease QE , es- 
pecially in those places in the ring where the clearing 
system cannot influence ions properly. We shake the-p 
beam with the help of an rf electric field dnd the 11 
beam shakes the ions in any place we are concerned 
with. This is most efficient-if the shaking frequency IY 
= vR is close to one of the p frequencies (Q-n)%7 and 
close to the ion frequency qcQo. 

A nonlinearity will be taken into account only 
for the ion moyement. For the case we are interested 
in, yr 2 y and yi )) 21; so the frequency of the ion is: 

-2 qc := f&l - W&/q,:)), 

&I%: ; a;; > 0, 

aGc/ayi = ZAqc/yi. 

(7) 

For the parabolic distribution a = (2atb)/16a*(a+b). 

pas&nq throuuh Resonances 

The frequency q,, depends on the location of the 
ions, q,, = q,,(s), so for a given ion, qc varies in time 
becaus$ +of Its longitudinal movement. If dq,/dt = 
(aqc/as)vi s qcvi/A 1s big enough, the ion crosses the 
resonance v = ;c(s); A = q,~/(aq,:/as). The influence of 
the nonlinearity depends on the sign of dq,/dt: the 
nonlinearity helps to cross the resonance when dq,/dt<O 
(q, decreases along the ion's trajectory) and resists 
it in the case of dq,/dt > 0. The average result of 
d single passing is 

- . 
AYf = R ;’ .2Q dq . .._._.__ --- --.--_ '-~---------- -5 $ 0 (8) 

4 Iqcvi/Al 2 I(~s,/a~~l(a~,/at)i ' dt 

IqcVi/Al ) I(a~c/a~il(a~i/at)I, &i/at b q,Q;. 

Quasi-Linear Transverse Oscillations of IOnS 

In the~conditions dqc/dt = (aq,~/az);i ( 0 and 
Iq,v,/hl (C I(aq,/ayi)(ayi/at)l, i.e. slow ions moving 
in the direction of the qc decrease, we can consider 
the ions as mot,ionlesp. Fr!,m Eqs. 1 and 7, we have co- 
herent oscillations y_= y”cos(wttns/Rl, 

yi = yi cos(wttns/H), 

l/D ; pi = F;,Z:/D ; ; = F(r;f - “’ 

D = (v2 - i$)[(v t n)' - Qi - Qf I - (~$a:: ; (9) 

h:(Ai,,lq,) 1. ii/3 -' Gf/ ( ;c - v2) = $/[(q:. - v2) - 

In the purely linear case, n :_ 0, t-he best 
reqi.me for the shaking is Y = qc, y : 0, yi = -F/Q:. If 
n f 0 and v = qc (a pure resonance” for small ion os- 
cillations), some stable amplitudes yi,y,will be estab- 
lished after d time t - n/QAq, - [2n/(Qdqc/dt)l’/2 
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- ‘i2 
; = -&*;f ; Gi. = ; (F) 

. 2 A& 3/2 

( > 
(10) 

C 

x=-z -g 

(Thi:i is I.he resuli of a combination of (71 with (9)). 
To obtain a larqe yi in the case of a small *F wezneed 
some small D in (9). Since vz - Gf ) 0 when v - qc = 
0, the best regime is when 

(v + nl’ ) (Qi + QF) (11) 

In the AA v must be hiqher than (Qo-n), n = 2. 

The natural condition Iii (( Iii1 needed during 
the shaking coincides with the condition of the quasi- 
linearity, 2Aqc/qc = 2& (( *I. For a )) b and a para- 
bolic distribution it gives yi (( 2a. 

Lpck-on Effect 

In the case of slow ions moving in the 
direction of the qc increase, 

Iq,Vi/Al < I(a&/a;i)(aii/at)l , (aq,/aZ)G, ) 0, 

1. e. (for a parabolic distribution), 

Vi/qcA ( Z(uif)Y/ii r (aqc/a;)Gi > 0 I (12) 

the ions are trapped into resonance: 

- a;f, = -7 q,(s) - v 
qc = ” ; q,(l Y ; y1= 

uq,o- 
(13) 

The solution for yi is lrrdeperldent of G (in the condi- 
tion of (12)). 

The General Solut.ion 

Thus the fast ions will be heated by shaking 
when passing through resonance, according to (8) The 
slow ions will provide- t.wo different components of the 
dipola; response yi = yqj + yi lock.(qa: quasi-linear). 
Since yi lock does not depend on y, it simply changes 
the effective electric field in expressions (1) and (9) 

F + Fef = F + Qg Yi lock I (v t n)2 (’ ((2: + Qg). (14) 

iqa and ; depend now on F,f and can be analyzed from 
(91. 

We have two types of asymmetry: a, longitudinal 
right-left asymmetry because of (aqclas)avi 2 0 and an 
up-down asymmetry of v with respect to the betatron 
sideband (Q-n), (v+n12 \ (Qi+Qs). 

Ion Coolins 

It can be deduced from Ref. 8 that for locked- 
on ions the shaki-ng creates a grea$eT spectr$ density 
at the frequency q, = ~(1-6); 6 - (Y/Yi)‘l)(Aqc/qc)2’3. 
The effective width of the spectral density (A) is much 
smaller than ~6. If (Qo - n) 9 v( 1 - 6) we obtain a 
resonance between free oscillations of antiprotons and 
ions. The dipolar resonant response of the inns will 
give Landau damping. 

The random dipolar fluctuation of antiprotons 
and the response of ions are of the order of 

(15) 

It is important that ion frequencies ;Ic do not_ vary 
along s in the existence of the lock-on effect: q, z v. 

The damping time of the ion cooling has a 
natural statistical limit T = mp TL; TL - n/RA. Above 
this limit 

2 A QONIJ f 
r = -- - ----- 

0 

lm/rL f r, > 1-L 

II v QfQ 

, f z 

1 I rrn < T1d 

where r, is the mixing time for betatron cooling. 
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